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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Impact Of The Coming Nanotechnology Revolution 

 

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

The topic of nanotechnology is not likely to come up in casual            
conversation, but the exponential development in this field is         
already beginning to have an impact on our daily lives.          
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Nanotechnology research began at least 20 years ago and         
received official U.S. funding in 2001 with the first federal budget           
for the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), a $1.4 billion         
per-year commitment that now stands at a cumulative $27 billion          
after the announcement of the President’s latest 2019 Budget.  

An article from 2014 in Forbes now perfectly encapsulates the          
rapid acceleration we have experienced over the past several         
years as this research begins paying dividends: 

According to an article in ASME.org, nanotechnology “will        
leave virtually no aspect of life untouched and is expected to           
be in widespread use by 2020.” In addition, a policy paper by            
the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS)       
describes nanotechnology as modern history’s “sixth      
revolutionary technology,” following the industrial revolution      
in the mid-1700s, nuclear energy revolution in the 1940s,         
green revolution in the 1960s, information technology       
revolution in the 1980s, and biotechnology revolution in the         
1990s.  

A report from one year later estimated that the global market           
would increase to $75.8 billion by that same 2020 target date.           
Based on the most recent estimates, we appear to have eclipsed           
that and are on pace for $90 billion by the end of 2020 and a               
staggering $173.95 billion by 2025. 

The research being done today indicates that nearly every area of           
human productivity and consumption will indeed be transformed,        
which should compel us to better understand the science behind          
what lies ahead. 
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https://www.nano.gov/about-nni/what/funding
https://www.nano.gov/about-nni/what/funding
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ptc/2014/08/25/how-nanotechnology-is-gaining-momentum-in-manufacturing/#22830127736a
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-nanotechnology-market-outlook-2015-2020---industry-will-grow-to-reach-us-758-billion-507155671.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-nanotechnology-market-outlook-2015-2020---industry-will-grow-to-reach-us-758-billion-507155671.html
https://www.bccresearch.com/market-research/nanotechnology/nanotechnology-market-products-applications-report-nan031g.html
https://www.bccresearch.com/market-research/nanotechnology/nanotechnology-market-products-applications-report-nan031g.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-nanotechnology-market-analysis--trends---industry-forecast-to-2025-300340182.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-nanotechnology-market-analysis--trends---industry-forecast-to-2025-300340182.html


 

If we look at the primary research categories presented by the           
Journal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Research we get a         
snapshot of how integral nanotechnology is across the board. 

● Nanoelectronics 
● Nanotribology 
● Nanofluidics 
● Nanotoxicology 
● Nanoprobe 
● Quantum Nanoscience 
● Nanobiotechnology 
● Nano-Optics 
● Nanomedicine 
● Nanocell 
● Nanosensors 
● Nanodrug 
● Nanomagnetism 

In fact, perhaps one critic of nanotechnology market predictions is          
correct when he stated as far back as 2007 that it will become             
nearly impossible to calculate such a revolutionary technology        
that trickles through every part of human existence. 

But seriously, what is the practical value of knowing the          
market size for nanotechnology-enabled products if soon       
almost everything will be nanotechnology-enabled (at least       
by the definitions used in the market sizing reports)? The          
recent Cientifica paper states: ... an enabling technology that         
supports other industries will not ever be considered a         
stand-alone industry.... Quite rightly so. So why then try         
constructing an artificial market for a wide range of enabling          
nanotechnologies by adding up the value of all products that          
somehow benefit from these technologies? 
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http://www.imedpub.com/journal-nanoscience-nanotechnology-research/
http://www.imedpub.com/journal-nanoscience-nanotechnology-research/
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Farming, for instance, has been one of the truly revolutionary          
enabling technologies invented by mankind. However,      
nobody compiles a "farming technology" market report. And        
if they did, they most likely wouldn't include derivative areas          
like restaurant furniture, bread slicing machinery or beer        
glass manufacturing, all of which wouldn't exist without        
farming. 

Whether or not the figures can ever be properly pinned down, it’s            
clear that the trajectory has one direction – up – into the            
foreseeable future. 

As expected, the complexities that underpin each of the         
categories bullet-pointed above are not conducive to watercooler        
talk. In fact, despite the exponential increase in the use of           
nanotechnology over the last decade, a very small segment of the           
population is aware of this trend at all. Recent study abstracts           
indicate that the awareness levels reflected in the 2014 chart          
below continue to plod along at very low levels. 

 
Source: ScienceDirect 
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However, there are four generalizations that make the concepts         
relatively easy to understand. By examining the impact in these          
key areas we can hopefully get a better idea of the day-to-day            
implementation of what is taking place at the top laboratories          
around the world. We can also begin identifying segments that          
might be ripe for investment opportunities, especially as more         
traditional Wall Street tech is falling further into the abyss by the            
day. 

The four areas outlined below together do comprise just about          
everything that supports a modern society. Each of these areas          
also has wide-ranging implications for our evolution as a species. 

While many of the most current full market studies are locked           
behind $5-10K paywalls, we can still identify some general         
estimates for market share and growth that have been publicly          
released to get a better sense of how to position ourselves. 

Healthcare 
The targeted therapeutic approach of nanomedicine that works at         
the cellular level is being pursued in a variety of ways. The use of              
nanodrug delivery and the multitude of products, devices and         
diagnostics surrounding this vector has applications across the        
entire healthcare spectrum.  

The current global market is dominated by products and therapies          
surrounding oncology and cardiology – as they stand among the          
most expensive leading causes of death globally – but are also           
apparent in urology, orthopedics and infectious diseases. The        
market for nanotech in medical devices alone is projected at $8.5           
billion by 2019. Key players in this space, according to the most            
recent market research, are Merck & Co. Inc., Hoffmann-La         
Roche Ltd., Gilead Sciences Inc., Novartis AG, Amgen Inc., Pfizer          
Inc., Eli Lilly and Company, Sanofi, Nanobiotix SA, and UCB SA.           
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The market trajectory is projected to continue heading upward at          
a combined rate of 11-17% as indicated by the graphs below, with            
healthcare being the segment clearly breaking away from the rest          
of the pack as we examine the evolutionary trend in this space.  

 
Source: GAEU Consulting 

 
Source: Grandview Research 
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http://www.gaeu.com/item/this-is-nanotechnology-one-of-the-fastest-growing-markets-in-the-world
http://www.gaeu.com/item/this-is-nanotechnology-one-of-the-fastest-growing-markets-in-the-world
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/nanomedicine-market
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/nanomedicine-market


 

More controversially, the use of medical nanorobots has been         
cited by futurists and popularized by Ray Kurzweil as offering          
potential far beyond the purely therapeutic. According to Kurzweil,         
we already have embarked upon a path that is creating Human           
2.0. In his special report for The Lifeboat Foundation, he states           
that augmentation of all human systems, including the brain, will          
become inevitable through nanomedicine applications: 

In the coming decades, a radical upgrading of our body’s          
physical and mental systems, already underway, will use        
nanobots to augment and ultimately replace our organs. We         
already know how to prevent most degenerative disease        
through nutrition and supplementation; this will be a bridge to          
the emerging biotechnology revolution, which in turn will be a          
bridge to the nanotechnology revolution. By 2030,       
reverse-engineering of the human brain will have been        
completed and nonbiological intelligence will merge with our        
biological brains. 

The “Primo Posthuman” represented in the image below will be          
capable of a radically enhanced physical longevity, as well as          
virtual longevity by connecting the brain to cloud computing via          
nanorobotics. 

It features innovations such as a metabrain for global-net         
connection with prosthetic neo-neocortex of AI interwoven       
with nanobots; smart skin that is solar protected with         
biosensors for tone and texture changeability, and       
high-acuity senses. 

None of what Kurzweil suggests can be dismissed any longer as           
science fiction. With all of the major players in pharmaceuticals          
and technology heavily investing in nanotechnology, it is expected         
that these two worlds can merge into one overall system that will            
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increasingly impact and perhaps redefine healthcare as we        
currently understand it. 

With the U.S. BRAIN initiative receiving a new round of funding,           
and its European counterpart the Human Brain Project on an          
even greater trajectory, together this segment of nanotechnology        
investment accounts for more than a billion dollars in the attempt           
to decode the brain and incorporate nanotechnology into the         
multi-disciplinary science of the human organism. 

 

Consumer Products 
Few people know of how pervasive this technology already is. It           
has been estimated that the average home contains dozens of          
products that incorporate nanotechnology.  

The Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies has developed an        
online inventory of consumer nanotech that contains more than         
1,800 items … and they stress that the list is not even            
comprehensive. Everything from cotton sheets that contain       
nanosilver, to hairdryers containing nanoceramics, floor cleaners,       
skin care products, aerogel home insulation, furniture, and a         
range of sporting goods all have incorporated some element of          
nanotechnology into their design. You can browse and search the          
full list of products here. 
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However, it is in the areas of smart technology (and their           
attendant batteries) and clothing where the projection for highest         
growth is estimated.  

With computing and gadgets, it is primarily the use of graphene           
that is projected to greatly alter our devices and how we charge            
them. In an issue 13 of Counter Markets I focused on the 2018             
Consumer Electronics Show where flexible screens became a        
highlighted feature. This is made possible by graphene and         
nanotechnology. In clothing, the ability to create more adjustable         
and durable clothing that also can be augmented with sensors for           
a range of delivery tracking, as well as personal data collection, is            
seen as a crossover into healthcare and general fitness. By          
utilizing nano-based lithium ion and lithium ceramic batteries, the         
wearable technology of today and tomorrow becomes far more         
practical and versatile. The applications specifically for graphene        
are nearly endless, which is reflected in these growth projections          
below that clearly overlap all segments. 

U.S. Graphene Market size, by End-user, 2013 – 2024 (USD          
Million) 

 
Source: Global Market Insights 
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https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ab1de962894c20cd43c608b0f/files/e4f73aa9-5437-411c-aea5-118f1c0cef9e/CounterMarkets_3_5_18.pdf
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https://gminsights.wordpress.com/2017/08/07/graphene-market/
https://gminsights.wordpress.com/2017/08/07/graphene-market/


 

Industrial Manufacturing 
The promise of using nanotechnology in industrial-scale       
manufacturing is the creation of new products that incorporate the          
entire gamut of uses. The materials used in vehicles and          
aerospace, architecture, energy science, environmental cleanup      
and most certainly the military all can greatly benefit from          
enhanced or entirely new properties that can emerge. These new          
materials can be more durable, lighter, stronger and even         
self-regenerating.  

Perhaps the most universal of the uses across industry is in the            
smart coatings market. One can imagine how a surface that is           
made inherently water-repellent, anti-reflective, self-cleaning,     
anti-fog, anti-microbial, scratch-resistant, or more electrically      
conductive would be a game-changer. 

According to the statistics provided by Transparency Market        
Research, the global smart coatings market is expected to         
progress at a staggering 29.8% CAGR during the forecast         
period between 2017 and 2025. Rising at this growth rate,          
the market valuation is projected to reach US$9.82 bn by the           
end of 2025. In 2016, the market valued at US$1.1 bn.           
(Source: MarketWatch) 

Other projections aim even higher: 
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Source: Nasiol 

Military 
But it is definitely the military where we are likely to see            
nanotechnology experimentation implemented to the greatest      
degree, as well as overlap between all of the above uses. Similar            
to nanotech’s dual use for therapy or augmentation in human          
health, the offensive and defensive capabilities of using        
nanotechnology in warfare can present controversial scenarios. 

Even what has become publicly available seems to be straight out           
of science fiction. The University of Wisconsin-Madison’s       
Nanoscale Science and Engineering Center has documented a        
range of potential uses in a series of slides that should get the             
mind wandering. I would encourage readers to see them all at the            
link above, but here are several of the most mind-blowing. 
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Other uses center predominantly around the biological detection        
capabilities of nanotech that can identify and eradicate pathogens         
and other bioweapons. 

However, even if one believes that the motives of the U.S. military            
are beyond reproach, there is a nanotechnology arms race in the           
making that will make it very difficult to put restrictions on how far             
this science can be permitted toward weaponization. Unlike        
traditional weapons of mass destruction, nanotechnology is       
relatively easy to obtain.  

Indeed, many less developed states and emerging       
economies such as Mexico, Thailand, India and Iran are         
investing heavily on nanotechnology industries. China is also        
one of the leading states in nanotechnological       
developments. 

There is no clear indication as to the extent these          
investments are poured into weapons development. The       
challenge for them would rather be acquisition of the existing          
weapons technologies, like stealth, laser and robotic       
technologies, with which applications of nanotechnology      
need to be combined. But at the same time, these countries           
are not bound by the same resource constraints as the major           
weapons producers, such as large-scale infrastructure and       
manufacturing contracts. In that sense, emerging economies       
could take advantage of a greater flexibility in developing         
entirely new armament manufacturing capabilities that      
effectively incorporate latest nanotechnological innovations     
and developments. 

Nanotechnology may thus serve as a potential 'game        
changer' in the military landscape. (Source: The Global        
Journal) 
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Even the U.S., for example, announced only days ago that they           
were using nanotechnology to genetically engineer new life forms         
that can detect enemy submarines. But it goes well beyond that.           
My emphasis added.  

It’s one of many potential military applications for so-called         
engineered organisms, a field that promises living       
camouflage that reacts to its surroundings to better avoid         
detection, new drugs and medicines to help deployed forces         
survive in harsh conditions, and more. But the research is in           
its very early stages, military officials said. 

The Naval Research Laboratory, or NRL, is supporting the         
research. Here’s how it would work: You take an abundant          
sea organism, like Marinobacter, and change its genetic        
makeup to react to certain substances left by enemy         
vessels, divers, or equipment. These could be metals, fuel         
exhaust, human DNA, or some molecule that’s not found         
naturally in the ocean but is associated with, say,         
diesel-powered submarines. The reaction could take the       
form of electron loss, which could be detectable to friendly          
sub drones… 

“We want to move synthetic biology from the laboratory         
to the field. That’s a big thrust of ours and so there’s a lot of               
tool development in order to do that,” said Dimitra         
Stratis-Cullum, who leads the biomaterials team at the U.S.         
Army Research Laboratory. (Source: Defense One) 

Closing Note 

Just as I was completing this article, the newest comprehensive          
market research has been released from Accuray Research,        
“Global Nanotechnology Market Analysis & Trends - Industry        
Forecast to 2027.” Not too many extra details can be gleaned           
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from their synopsis other than the report is the longest I’ve come            
across at 165 pages, and the list of countries that are being            
focused on have increased to 23. They state up front that the            
nanotechnology market “is poised to grow strong during the         
forecast period 2017 to 2027.” For any large-scale investors who          
wish to drill down into each segment and all of the attendant            
players, the $4,200 report price tag could be seen as a bargain. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Hash Wars And The Hero’s Journey: Part 2 

 

By Vin Armani  

In last month’s article, I gave a prelude to the November 15th            
Bitcoin Cash hard fork and expected first-ever “Hash War.” The          
hard fork was a network upgrade which takes place every six           
months. At that time, the old version of the most popular Bitcoin            
Cash software implementation, Bitcoin ABC, is deprecated and        
the network, as a whole, moves to an upgraded ruleset. At least            
that is what is supposed to happen.  
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On this latest occasion the CoinGeek/nChain mining alliance,        
headed by Calvin Ayre and Craig Wright, respectively, decided         
that they did not want to go along with the changes that Bitcoin             
ABC was implementing and, instead, released their own software         
implementation, Bitcoin SV (“Satoshi’s Vision”), that was       
incompatible with the Bitcoin ABC ruleset. This set up a          
showdown for November 15th, with Ayre and Wright both         
threatening what they called a “Hash War” against the miners who           
were in support of the Bitcoin ABC ruleset. These miners mainly           
consisted of Bitcoin.com (headed by Roger Ver), Bitmain (headed         
by Jihan Wu), and ViaBTC (headed by Haipo Yang). 

Craig Wright left no mystery as to how he felt about his            
adversaries. In an email to Roger Ver, shared by Ver in an            
emotional YouTube video, Wright threatened to bankrupt       
Bitcoin.com by preventing all trade of coins for up to two years. In             
a live stream on the day of the fork, Wright said he wanted to “tie               
up and bleed out” Jihan Wu. These statements were not rare for            
Wright, who had been taking to Twitter for weeks leveling threats           
at anyone who disagreed with him.  

As discussed in the previous article, Wright has fully embraced          
the archetype of The Shadow or The Enemy. This archetype is           
depicted, famously, as Darth Vader from the Star Wars franchise.          
Indeed, Wright even self identifies publicly with the Vader         
character.  

On one side of the Hash War was a faction led centrally by Wright              
and Ayre. CoinGeek and nChain are now, post-fork, functionally         
(even legally) the same entity, as will be explained later in this            
article. Before the fork, there was some ambiguity as to the           
precise nature of the relationship between the two organizations,         
but what was not ambiguous was that Ayre and Wright saw           
themselves as completely aligned and part of the same structure. 
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On the other side of the Hash War was a disparate group of             
miners, developers, and exchanges, some of which were        
competitors with others in the group. Although the miners, in          
particular, had long-standing relationships, they certainly did not        
present as anything approaching a “united front.” 

Archetypally, the sides in the conflict appeared to me to be a            
reflection of the belligerents in J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings           
story. In that narrative, the civilizations of “The West” (Humans,          
Elves, Dwarves, Hobbits) are pitted against the civilizations of         
“The East” (Evil Humans, Orcs, Trolls, Goblins). Tolkien was         
incredibly thorough in his mythology. His work, The Silmarillion, is          
a complete telling of the mythology and cosmogony of Middle          
Earth. When Tolkien laid out the stories in The Hobbit and The            
Lord Of The Rings, he was drawing on an extensive background.           
His characters are acting within a mythological structure that         
Tolkien developed and expanded over decades. This is one of the           
primary reasons why the symbology and narrative structure of         
Tolkien’s works are so effective at illuminating the hero’s journey          
archetypes. 

In the saga that plays out in The Lord Of The Rings (“The War Of               
The Ring”), the army of The East is under the complete control of             
just two entities: the demigod wizard Saruman; and Sauron, a          
being Tolkien referred to as an “immortal (angelic) spirit.” On the           
other hand, the army of The West is a loose coalition of disparate             
groups – many of whom are traditional rivals of one another –            
whose allegiances are never assured.  

The forces of The East are primarily motivated by a desire for            
conquest. The forces of The West are primarily motivated by the           
survival instinct and the realization that no independent group will          
be able to fully defend against the invading army of The East.            
Only by forming a coalition does The West stand a chance. We            
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see this “heroic coalition vs evil empire” narrative in Star Wars           
and Homer’s Iliad. We also see this archetypal story reflected in           
history. From Leonidas and the Spartan Three Hundred in the          
Second Persian War, to the allied attack against the forces of           
Nazi Germany on D-Day, this archetypal war narrative resonates         
deeply in the human soul. The narrative makes plain who should           
be revered as “the good guys” and who should be reviled as “the             
bad guys.” 

It should not be surprising that the set up for the Hash War             
reflected common themes of fantasy war epics. Bitcoin is, after          
all, and imaginary good. The mythological archetypes reside in         
the human imagination and, thus, they are unadulterated building         
blocks for narratives within Bitcoin culture. I believe this is the           
aspect of Bitcoin that so often makes it seem analogous to           
religion. Cointelegraph even called the Hash War a “holy war.”          
Not surprisingly, the battle itself played out not so differently from           
the key battle in The Lord Of the Rings. 

The Bitcoin SV side had made it clear that their intention was to             
completely destroy the ABC chain. Craig Wright repeatedly said         
that there would be “no split” and that ABC would “cease to exist.”             
A compilation video of his statements to this point even went viral            
on Crypto Twitter.  

Those with a technical understanding of Nakamoto Consensus        
know that there are limited means for accomplishing this end. If           
there was some unknown, critical bug in the software for all of the             
major implementations which supported the ABC ruleset (Bitcoin        
ABC, Bitcoin Unlimited, Bitprim, bchd), then perhaps a set of          
modified ABC mining nodes, run by CoinGeek/nChain, could mine         
blocks that would crash the exploitable ABC nodes. This         
eventuality was highly unlikely. The most likely attack vector         
would be for a set of CoinGeek-controlled ABC nodes, comprising          
a majority of ABC hash rate, to shadow mine a chain of empty             
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blocks and then do periodic blockchain reorganization (reorg) on         
the ABC chain. In short, this would serve the function of rewinding            
(“erasing”) blocks, and the included transactions, on the ABC         
chain. Were an attacker to maintain such an attack over a long            
enough period of time, the chain would be abandoned by          
exchanges, merchants, and end users. My sources at major         
exchanges informed me before the battle that if BCH remained          
unusable for longer than three weeks, the network would be          
delisted altogether from most of the major exchanges. 

 

On November 15th, in the hours before the fork, a massive influx            
of hashpower, running the ABC ruleset was brought to bear by           
Bitcoin.com. It is unclear from where, precisely, this additional         
hashpower came but there were rumors of Bitmain agents moving          
throughout China in the week leading up to the fork, provisioning           
90,000 AntMiner s9 machines. As the fork approached,        
Bitcoin.com’s total hashpower rose to more than 4 exahashes.         
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Roger Ver later said that the electricity used to generate that           
much hashrate was more than the total output of the Hoover Dam            
hydroelectric plant. Bitmain, from their AntPool and BTC.com        
operations, also delivered significant hash to defend the ABC         
chain.  

Additionally, it was later revealed that the ABC team had secretly           
developed a software patch and had given it to exchanges and           
major allied mining operators. This patch instituted a hardcoded         
“checkpoint” that prevented the ABC chain from being        
reorganized beyond a certain point. The initial checkpoint was at          
the moment of the fork. In a later, publicly released, patch the            
checkpoint system was extended to add a new checkpoint every          
10 blocks, altogether preventing a “deep reorg.”  

These measures were enough to prevent SV from mounting a          
successful attack against the ABC chain. On November 20th,         
BitPay resumed BCH transactions and Coinbase renabled limited        
trading, both following the ABC blockchain. On November 26th,         
Coinbase fully re-enabled send and receive for BCH trading. This          
was the most important market signal that the first Hash War had            
ended and, on the same day, Calvin Ayre released a statement           
saying that BSV would remain as its own, separate blockchain          
and currency moving into the future. 

The beginning of the Hash War coincided with a massive crash in            
cryptocurrency prices across the entire space. Bitcoin (BTC) fell         
from opening around $6,300 on November 14th to closing at          
$5,600 on November 15th. During the next two weeks, the price           
of BTC would fall to as low as $3,600 – a level not seen since the                
Summer of 2017.  

While the bloodbath was evident throughout the market, Bitcoin         
Cash was hit particularly hard. On November 7th, Bitcoin Cash          
was trading at a high of $630. As of this writing, not even a full               
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month later, BCH is trading at around $160, with BSV trading at            
$95 (combined value of $255). During the Hash War, and in its            
immediate aftermath, Bitcoin Cash has lost 60% of its total value.           
The total market capitalization of all crypto assets has declined          
over 40% during the same time period. Some pundits have tried           
to claim that there were other causes for this systemic crash, but            
the timing makes correlation to the Hash War obvious to even a            
casual observer. 

CoinGeek and nChain’s stated battle tactic was to reduce investor          
confidence in BCH so that their demands should be met and their            
enemies would capitulate. They stated that they were willing to          
endure long-term pain in order to accomplish this goal. It seems,           
however, that they misunderstood an aspect of the Bitcoin         
incentive structure laid out in the Bitcoin white paper by Satoshi           
Nakamoto: 

[A miner] ought to find it more profitable to play by the            
rules, such rules that favour him with more new coins than           
everyone else combined, than to undermine the system        
and the validity of his own wealth. 

As a principle, this passage from Satoshi makes clear that, in           
Bitcoin, you cannot inflict pain on others without inflicting pain on           
yourself. This is the nature of the system. It is part of the genius of               
Bitcoin. In some organizational models, cheating or attacking can         
result in short-term gain. But in Bitcoin, as the Hash War showed,            
such behavior won’t even deliver much short-term gain.  

Bitcoin, first and foremost, rewards competition. Competition in        
Bitcoin comes in the form of increasing efficiency of operation and           
quality of service before anyone else. This “rising tide,” however,          
raises the overall value of the network, benefitting even those who           
are, ostensibly, competitors. In the case of the Hash War, the           
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“winners” were those who were able to cooperate most         
effectively. 

In a mythological context, the ABC coalition’s “victory” is a          
dangerous one. The checkpoints which were added to the code          
and thwarted the SV attack were immediately denounced by         
many – even those who had previously taken a neutral stand – as             
corrupting the consensus rules. Some went so far as to say that            
the ABC ruleset was “no longer Bitcoin.” While that claim is           
hyperbole, it left the door open for Calvin Ayre and Craig Wright to             
make the claim that now only Bitcoin SV could make any claim to             
being “The True Bitcoin.” This narrative was facilitated, in no small           
part by Roger Ver himself, who had spent the last year saying that             
only BCH, and not BTC, could claim to be “the true Bitcoin as             
defined in the white paper.” There is no doubt that the BSV            
ruleset is closer to the BCH ruleset at the time Ver made those             
claims than is the ABC ruleset at the current moment.  

This narrative mechanism occurs frequently in mythology.       
Oedipus vanquishes two enemies: an old man on the road to           
Thebes and The Sphinx that is terrorizing the city. In so doing, he             
wins the throne of Thebes and the hand of its recently widowed            
queen. It turns out that this is not a victory. By becoming king,             
Oedipus has unwittingly fulfilled a terrible prophecy that he would          
kill his father (the old man on the road) and marry his mother (the              
widowed queen) and bring tragedy on his family and city. His           
mother ends up committing suicide when she learns the terrible          
truth. Oedipus, in turn, blinds himself with two pins from her dress.  

In the case of Bitcoin Cash, the battle saw the wealth of all             
participants – indeed all holders of cryptocurrency – greatly         
reduced and gave rise to a new, arguably centralized, blockchain          
led by an unstable and controversial figure with a cult-like          
following.  
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One of my favorite tellings of this tragic kingship cycle is in the             
2007 computer-animated Robert Zemeckis film Beowulf, with       
voice acting from Anthony Hopkins, Angelina Jolie, John        
Malkovich, Ray Winstone and Robin Wright. There was a period          
in 2009 when I watched the film at least once a week, seeking to              
decode every archetype it presented. 

The Hash War made several things clear. First, Bitcoin is a realm            
built on imagination. We should expect that easily visible         
mythological archetypes will be at the root of every major market           
movement. Second, the current cryptocurrency ecosystem is       
highly interconnected. Major upheaval on one blockchain stands a         
good chance of affecting the entire market. This realization should          
provide strong incentive for the creation and trading of “indexes”          
in the near term. Third, disputes that cannot be settled with           
negotiation and compromise are best settled through peaceful        
dissolution of association (forks). The outcome of the Hash War          
was the existence of two blockchains, BCH and BSV, where there           
once was only one. Bitcoin SV is even, according to Calvin Ayre,            
planning to add replay protection to their consensus rules, even          
more thoroughly separating the two networks.  

Had the split been peaceful, there is every reason to believe that            
the current combined price of BCH and BSV now would be           
greater than the price of BCH before the fork. This was certainly            
the case after the BCH/BTC split. However, as obvious as the           
above learned wisdom seems to me, I wager that there will be            
more hash wars in the future. 

There are some interesting and notable differences in the         
approaches being taken by BSV and BCH. Also notable is the           
mindset of their followers. I will be looking further into these           
aspects of the two sibling networks in future issues. It is my belief             
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that the most powerful Bitcoin innovations in the coming years will           
emerge from this line of descendants from Satoshi’s original code. 

 

WEALTH 

Are Websites Still A Viable Asset Class? 

 

By Jeff Paul 

At Counter Markets, we often talk about digital assets like          
cryptocurrency. But we haven't spent much time discussing digital         
properties like domain names, social media pages, and websites.         
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These can be valuable investments because they are scarce and          
can produce income. And they're attractive for agorists because         
they can be owned pseudonymously or claimed for significant tax          
benefits. 

It used to be simple. Build a valuable Facebook page about any            
subject and it would drive traffic to a monetized blog or           
e-commerce website. Yet, with the throttling of organic traffic and          
purge of certain topics by social media giants, that model is less            
certain today. Additionally, the advertising model for content        
websites is crumbling and it's unclear what will replace it. Despite           
these challenges, opportunities to profit from digital properties        
remain abundant. 

Opportunities include speculating on premium domain names,       
building product blogs from scratch, or buying income-producing        
websites. This has been our team's primary business strategy         
over the last decade. Much has changed. Some things got better,           
other things got worse. We've had some winners and some losers           
along the way. And we learned a lot. 

Below is a summary of my thoughts on the current trends in the             
digital property sector and how you may take advantage of them. 

Websites and Domains Are Property 

Think about websites and premium domain names like real         
estate. A popular blog is similar to a busy street corner with a             
billboard for rent. E-commerce sites are the digital mirror of          
brick-and-mortar storefronts. And premium domain names are like        
choice land just outside city limits that will likely be developed one            
day. 

As an asset class, digital properties are attractive because         
investors can benefit in three distinct ways: 

1. Tax benefits 
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2. Cash flow 
3. Asset appreciation 

Also like real estate, these properties are not fully passive          
investments. All of these properties require maintenance. Even        
unused domains require registration renewal and ad management        
if you have them for sale. Blogs and e-commerce websites          
require hosting, content creation, social media administration,       
technical updates, revenue management, and more. In short, they         
are businesses. If you treat them like a full-time business, you can            
have more than a full-time income and a very valuable asset. 

Robert Kiyosaki, in Rich Dad, Poor Dad, tells a story about how            
he (his character) got his first Porsche while he was a copy            
machine salesman. If I recall, the monthly payment for the car           
was around $500/month. So he set out to find rental properties           
(assets) that would yield $500 each month to pay for the car. The             
very same thing can be done with websites. 

It's easy to make $500/month from a well-maintained blog or          
product site. With the right systems, scaling those to make          
$5000/month or adding 10-20 more websites to your portfolio is          
rather trivial. 

These days it's common to hire “property managers” or virtual          
assistants who can handle much of the workload. We use Fiverr           
for graphic design, writing, and a host of other tasks. 

Digital properties can be an excellent semi-passive investment        
addition to your portfolio but it's best to start slow. 

Types of Website Businesses 

Practically every business and every person has a website these          
days. Most are company brochures or career résumés. Their         
purpose isn't to produce income by themselves but to support a           
real-world business or personal brand. As such, they're not         
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sell-able assets. For a website to be a sell-able asset, it requires            
an independent brand and a business model that's separate from          
the owner's activity. 

People primarily use the Internet for three activities:        
communicating, entertainment & education (content), and      
commerce. A successful web business will focus on one of these           
activities. However, because online business has gotten so        
competitive, I would suggest that you provide value in each of           
those categories no matter which one is your primary focus.          
Luckily, there are amazing tools that help with this. 

As we have previously covered, every business is in the content           
business whether they know it or not. Either they must create           
content, or rent an audience from someone who creates content.          
The Internet is a content machine. And all content is lead           
generation for products and services. Pure and simple. 

Look at Elon Musk. SpaceX has a full TV broadcast of mission            
control on all launches and recoveries. Tesla broadcasts all major          
announcements. Elon leverages his followers (leads) on Twitter to         
launch exclusive contests that grow his reach even further. And,          
finally, he appeared on the most popular podcast Joe Rogan          
Experience and nearly broke the Internet. 

And, as I pointed out in a previous article, Alex Jones' Infowars is             
not a “media” company. Their product is supplements. They use          
content to generate leads to sell Super Male Vitality. 

This is crucial to understand. Because content producers are         
merely lead generators, they will need to offer products or          
services 

Blogs: Free information websites attract readers around specific        
subjects and generate leads for Google Ads, Amazon,        
e-commerce affiliates, or personal products of the blog owners.  
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E-Commerce: Web pages solely designed to capture leads or         
make a sale of a product are e-commerce websites. These can           
be landing pages, sales pages, Amazon or eBay listings, or full           
Shopify-style stores. 

Tax Advantages of Buying Websites 

Buying websites has incredible tax advantages in the United         
States. Obviously, this is not tax advice. Always check with your           
accountant or attorney when employing radical tax-saving       
strategies. Due to the tax benefits, websites are one of the most            
exciting asset classes according to Ryan Moran. 

Ryan Moran is a serial entrepreneur and founder of         
Capitalism.com. He recently sold one of his companies for over          
8-figures. Seeking to reduce his enormous tax bill, Ryan         
discovered a little-known tax loophole when buying websites. As a          
result, it's now his favorite investment class. 

Here he is explaining the tax loophole: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGNNlnVQsPI 

I also strongly suggest that you listen to this podcast episode with            
Ken Courtright from The Income Store who specializes in the          
strategy of buying websites. 

Courtright mentions Rule 179. According to an interpretation of         
IRS rule 179, websites are property that are available for          
depreciation and recapture. In short, websites may be considered         
property that can be depreciated similar to capital equipment like          
computers. 

IRS guidance on depreciation and recapture is as follows: 

You may be able to deduct the acquisition cost of a           
computer (or qualifying property under section 179)       
purchased for business use in several ways: 

● Under Internal Revenue Code section 179, you can expense         
the acquisition cost of the computer if the computer is          
qualifying property under section 179, by electing to recover         
all or part of the cost up to a dollar limit, by deducting the              
cost in the year you place the computer in service, and if            
there's any remaining cost, by either depreciating it with a          
special depreciation allowance or depreciating any      
remaining cost over a 5-year recovery period. 

● The special depreciation allowance is 50% for qualified        
property acquired and placed in service before September        
28, 2017, and 100% for qualified property acquired and         
placed in service after September 27, 2017. 

● If the acquisition cost is eligible for either the 50% or 100%            
special depreciation allowance, then you can depreciate       
either 50% or 100% of the acquisition cost in the year you            
place the computer in service and depreciate any remaining         
cost over a 5-year recovery period. 
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● Alternatively, you can depreciate the acquisition cost over a         
5-year recovery period in the year you place the computer in           
service, if you don't elect to expense any of the cost under            
section 179, the computer isn't eligible for either the 50% or           
100% special depreciation allowance in the year you place         
the computer in service, or you decide to elect out of any            
special depreciation allowance for the class of property. 

● You can never deduct more than the acquisition cost. 

Note: For taxable years beginning in 2017, a taxpayer may          
expense up to $510,000 (the dollar limit) of the cost of the            
section 179 property placed in service during that taxable         
year. The $510,000 dollar limit amount is reduced by the          
amount by which the cost of the section 179 property placed           
in service during the taxable year exceeds $2,030,000. 

How to Value Websites 

Ken Courtright from IncomeStore.com says that websites sell for         
around 2.4 years’ earnings in the podcast with Ryan Moran.          
Justin Cooke from EmpireFlippers.com says the market average        
is around 25-35X monthly earnings (about 2-3 years) in the          
podcast episode linked below. 

How to Buy Websites 

There are website marketplaces like Flippa.com and       
EmpireFlippers.com as well as a handful of brokers for big-ticket          
online business. Experts recommend verifying the website       
analytics by using tools like Alexa and SEO Moz to check backlink            
quality and growth. 

The latest episode of the Smart Passive Income Podcast with Pat           
Flynn with Justin Cooke from Empire Flippers went into great          
detail about buying and selling websites. It's a crash course on           
how it works and some basic strategies. 
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Starting a Website 

Start with a product. The days of paid advertising are dwindling.           
Even if you are planning an information blog, start with a product            
or two in mind. Build content around those products. You don't           
even have to design your own product. Look around the Internet           
for affiliate or referral opportunities in your niche. 

Pick a niche that you're passionate about, or don't waste your           
time. If you're not having fun, you're doing it wrong. Find a topic             
and product that you genuinely enjoy and tell the world about it.            
Authenticity is infectious and priceless. 

Starting a website is simple: 

● Secure a good domain name (GoDaddy, Namecheap) 
● Get a logo made (Fiverr) 
● Choose platform (WordPress, Shopify, WIX) 
● Pick a theme & build site 
● Open social media pages 
● Create content and share 

Summary 

Any asset class that has massive tax benefits, cash flow, and           
appreciation should be on your radar. It does take some          
education to manage a portfolio of digital properties, but anyone          
can get started learning those skills for free. In fact, you might just             
make money while you learn them. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

After two calm months in the cryptocurrency market, downside         
volatility is back. Bitcoin has been holding steady in the $6500           
range for some time, but November brought us sharply lower as           
the price fell to the $3800 level we’re at today. The past 7 days              
prices have hovered between $3800 and $4300, so there is          
buying interest stepping in at these levels, but we also have a lot             
of panic selling going on, so volatility both ways is likely to            
continue.  

The move lower was kicked off mid-month with a hash war in the             
Bitcoin Cash (BCH) community. Separate groups split the BCH         
chain and diverted their BTC hash power over to BCH, each in an             
effort to destroy the competing chain. The hash war was short           
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lived, but the damage to Bitcoin and the entire cryptocurrency          
market was widespread.  

These markets are hypersensitive to news and uncertainty, so         
when people controlling large amounts of hash power are         
threatening to destroy everything, the market responds. In        
addition to panic selling, we also got news of further delays on the             
Bakkt platform, as the ICE decided to launch in January instead of            
December. This bitcoin futures contract settles daily in physical         
bitcoin, so it will have to remove coins from circulation in order to             
deliver them at the end of each day. It’s expected that satisfying            
these daily trade settlements could cause a surge in price for           
Bitcoin.  

In the news we have the SEC going back and looking at every             
ICO that’s taken place, and deciding they’re all sales of          
unregistered securities. Fines are being placed left and right on          
everyone, from the ICO founders to the celebrity endorsers. This          
is yet another reason for the massive decline in price, as these            
fines need to be paid, and in many cases all that’s available to             
pay them is in cryptocurrency. In the case of many smaller           
alt-coins, the amount they raised is now down 80-90% as their           
coin value has collapsed, but the fine is based on the initial            
amount raised, so many smaller projects are going bankrupt just          
to pay the SEC fines.  

All of this turmoil simply means the weak hands are being shaken            
out. Fraudulent or poorly executed ICOs are going bankrupt, as          
they should, and speculators are being driven out as prices drop           
10-20% overnight. Although this price volatility is tough to         
stomach, the long-term picture here is still well in place, and all            
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the large-scale money management institutions are still lining up         
to get a piece of the cryptocurrency pie. Not a single institution is             
abandoning its plans to embrace cryptocurrency and offer it to          
everyday investors. On the contrary, all we see are further          
developments and new offerings coming online.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

We had another stabilizing month here in the silver market. The           
metal traded from $14 on the low end, up to $14.50 on the high              
end. We’re looking at a pretty solid price floor here, with support            
at $14 going back to the start of September.  

Gold is looking stronger than silver lately, as it’s managed to           
break out to a new 3-month high in recent trading days. Typically            
the two metals move in tandem, often with silver being the more            
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volatile of the two. Gold is typically more stable and less prone to             
dramatic price swings. But with gold breaking out to new highs, all            
eyes are on the silver market to see if it follows suit.  

Financial turmoil is back in the headlines for the equities markets,           
with moves of +600 on the DJIA followed by -800 the next day.             
These are massive price swings compared to typical activity, so          
we have seen some initial surges in the gold market as investors            
are getting fearful of equities.  

Bond yields are climbing, junk bonds are collapsing in price, and           
talks of a new credit default cycle are once again being mentioned            
every day. In addition we have an on again off again relationship            
with Chinese tariffs, which causes massive swings in the market          
each time they get mentioned. 

We also have the Federal Reserve chair stating that interest rates           
are “well below” where the Fed wants to see them, only to follow             
that up with a “just below” comment a few days later. This single             
change in text can cause the market to swing several hundred           
points in either direction, as money managers know that higher          
interest rates mean lower equity prices. So for the time being           
we’re looking at a news dependent equities market, which will          
respond rather violently to anything good or bad.  

These are positive signs for gold and silver, as investors are           
going to look for ways to preserve capital and minimize risk while            
the market sorts itself out. The number one reason most people           
invest in gold or silver is because of uncertainty. It doesn’t matter            
if interest rates go to 10%, or if the entire stock market goes to $0,               
or if the US Dollar collapses, or if we start 50 new wars. Gold and               
silver have always been money, and will always be money. They           
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are a store of value, nothing more. They shouldn't be looked at as             
something that will bring about life-altering wealth, but an ounce          
of gold today will buy you the exact same thing that same ounce             
could buy you 1000 years ago. In theory, it should buy you the             
exact same thing in 1000 years from now as well. The price            
should always appreciate just enough to offset the loss in USD           
purchasing power, as gold and silver are real money that can’t be            
inflated away like paper money can.  

Central banks around the world have already begun increasing         
their holdings of gold and silver, as they know it can preserve the             
financial sovereignty of a nation in uncertain times. The same          
logic applies to individual investors as well. Acquiring gold and          
silver when it is cheap can keep your wealth protected whenever           
any of the unknowns become reality.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, low prices during times             
like this are the perfect chance to pick some up. You can find             
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (January 5th 2019) 
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What is Bitcoin? 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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